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Abstract - In the context ofsupervisory control of discrete-event
systems, decentralized control is a well-established area of
research. In this paper we present an implementation of such
controllers for an assembly cell with two-assembly stations
(SCARA robots), in a laboratory scale Computer Integrated
manufacturing (CIM) system. Step by step implementation,
conflict avoidance between local supervisors and difficulties
encountered are discussed. Petri nets are used as the modelling
tool and Lin and Wonham [71framework is used as the control
architecture. Assembly stations are modelled as intelligent
agents. A separate software module called Order Processing
Module (OPM) is used to handle orders into and out of the
system and to schedule the two-assembly stations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Decentralized supervisory control of discrete-event
systems has been studied by many researchers (Lin and
Wonham, [7]; Lin and Wonham, [8]; Yoo and Lafortune,
[17]; Wong and Wonham, [16]; Wong, Thistle, Malhame,
and Hoang, [15]) and a good theoretical foundation has
been laid. In Lin and Wonham [7], the idea of local
supervisors, whose concurrent operation results in the
global supervisor, is developed. This concept is extended
further in Lin and Wonham [8] by introducing coordination
between local supervisors and introducing a coordinating
supervisor for partially observed discrete-event systems.
The conflict between local supervisors is discussed in detail
in Wong, Thistle, Malhame, and Hoang [15] since local
supervisors that are individually non-blocking may conflict
and thus produce blocking, or even deadlock, when
operating concurrently. Wong and Wonham [16] discuss
the problems of conflict and coordination in a system with
decentralized architecture. The latter extends their previous
results that non-blocking hierarchical control can be
guaranteed provided high-level aggregation is sufficiently
fine, for decentralized supervisory control. Yoo and
Lafortune [17] introduce a general architecture for
decentralized supervisory control of discrete-event systems.
Major points that these researches address are necessary
and sufficient condition for the existence of a supervisor for
the general architecture, performance comparison of their
general architecture with the conventional architecture and
computational complexities using an algorithm for
polynomial testing of solvability.

Barret and Lafortune [1] address the decentralized
supervisory control problem of several coordinating
supervisory controllers, each with different information and

working concurrently to exactly achieve a given legal
sublanguage of the uncontrolled system's language. They
also present some important conditions on optimality of
communication policies.

In section 2 of the paper we introduce the experimental
facility and the task of assembly. Section 3 talks about
preliminaries and Section 4 about the implementation of the
decentralized controller. Finally in section 5 we have
discussion and conclusions.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE ASSEMBLY CELL

Schematic layout of hardware we have in the assembly
cell is shown in Fig. 1. The assembly stations are made of
two SCARA robots RHM2 and RVM2. There is a conveyor
which feeds components to be assembled into the cell. A
second conveyor transports components from RHM2 to
RVM2 or vice versa. A visual inspection system with CCD
camera and monitor serves as a quality control station.
Robot RVM2 has a storage space with nine slots. Finally,
each robot has a separate rejection bin into which rejected
items could be deposited.

The task designed for testing the distributed controller
we implemented is as follows: different types of assemblies
have to be made using a set of components (examples of
similar systems will be discussed later.). The components
are made of three types of blocks with similar dimensions
but with different colours. The task is to make stacks of
three blocks each, in pre-specified colour sequences: the
number of components for a stack is limited to three and
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Fig. 1 Schematic Diagram of the Hardware Layout
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the colour order can be different from assembly to
assembly. In a given stack, one colour can be present more
than once.
New orders enter the cell through the Order Processing

Module (OPM) (which is a software module designed to
handle orders). An order consists of a due date, number of
products/stacks required and a colour sequence for
components to be assembled. OPM receives the order and
does a calculation to see whether it is possible to accept the
order considering the available time before due date of the
new order. If the order is rejected it is pushed into a
temporary buffer where the job remains for a short period
before being rejected permanently. After rejecting the order
temporally, if it becomes possible to assemble at a later
time OPM will accept the order and send it for processing
(this happens because OPM knows only the jobs that are
not broadcasted to robots and therefore it does not have
information about ongoing jobs). Otherwise after a
specified period of time (we have to find an optimal
duration), OPM will reject the order permanently. If the
order is
accepted it would divide the order into separate jobs, where
a job has information of a single stack. A job contains only
the required colour order. Then, according to the
availability of the storage space OPM will broadcast jobs to
assembly robots. The task of the robot RH-M2 is to load
the required number of blocks to the conveyor. This robot
should check the ongoing jobs and load only the blocks
needed by robot RV-M2. To detect the colour of a newly
arrived block it has a colour sensor. If the block is of a
required colour, when a free pallet arrives it will load the
conveyor. Otherwise, if the block is not required by the
ongoing job but if it is needed by another job, which is still
in the list to be processed, it will be put into a temporary
storage (the same feeding conveyor act as this temporary
storage). These blocks can be extracted at a later time.
Once the transport conveyor is loaded it moves the pallet

with block to the visual inspection system, where the robot
RV-M2 can detect the colour and visualize the block. After
visual inspection conveyor moves the pallet to the loading
post for robot RV-M2. If the block is of a different shape
than is expected, RV-M2 will reject the block and inform
robot RH-M2 that the block was rejected and ask for
another block of the same colour. If shape of the block is
correct, since RV-M2 know the colour of the block it will
unload the block and tell the conveyor that it was unloaded
so that the conveyor can move to bring another block. After
unloading, RV-M2 assembles the block directly if it is
possible or it will store the block in a temporary storage
position. If the block is assembled then it checks whether
there are any blocks that can be assembled remaining in
temporary storage. If there are any blocks that can be
assembled RV-M2 will assemble all such blocks and wait
for the next block to assemble. If there are no such blocks
to assemble it will look for the next block. Once a job
(stack) is completed, (while assembling) RV-M2 removes
that stack/assembly from the assembly station and informs
OPM that a job has been completed. Then the OPM will
send another job if any queued jobs remain.

III. PRELIMINARIES ON PETRI NETS

An ordinary Petri net is defined as a directed graph
represented by a 5-tuple,

PN = (P, T, Pre, Post, Mo)
where

- P = (P], P2 . p,P) is the set of places,
- T= (tl, t2. ....... , tin) is the set oftransitions,
- Pre is an input mapping P x T -* {O, 1}, which is

called a set of directed arcs from P to T.
- Post is an output mapping P x T- {O, 1}, which is

called a set of directed arcs from T to P.
- MO is the initial marking.

Generally, places are used to express states of the
system, while transitions correspond to state evolutions.
Petri nets can be represented graphically, which is helpful
in both describing how they work and in understanding a
particular model easily. A Petri net uses circles to represent
places and short bars for transitions. The input and output
functions are represented by directed arcs between places
and transitions. If an arc is directed from a place to a
transition then that place is called an input place of the
transition. Similarly, if an arc directed from a transition to a
place then that place is called an output place of the
transition.

The marking M of a Petri net is a mapping from the set
of places to non-negative integers, representing the number
of tokens in each place. Tokens reside in places, and their
flow through the net is controlled by transitions. Tokens are
represented by dots marked on circles representing states.

Inhibitor arc Petri nets add the facility of 'zero testing'
i.e. the ability to test whether a place has no token. To do
this we introduce an inhibitor arc. The inhibitor arc
connects an input place to a transition and is represented by
an arc whose end is marked by a small circle. If an inhibitor
arc connects an input place to a transition that transition is
only enabled if the input place has no tokens. When a
transition associated with an inhibitor arc is fired, the
marking of the place connecting the inhibitor arc is not
changed.

In weighted arc Petri nets, a weight is associated with
directed arcs. If a weighted arc is connected from a place to
a transition, then the transition is enabled only when the
number of tokens in the input place is greater than the
weight of the arc. And also if a weighted arc is connected
from transition to a place, then when the transition fires
number of tokens equals to the weight of the arc is
deposited in the corresponding output place. Similarly, if
the weighted arc is an inhibitor arc, then the transition
connected to the inhibitor arc is enabled only when the
input place contains fewer tokens than the weight of the
arc.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE DECENTRALIZED
SUPERVISORY CONTROLLER

The main feature in supervisory control of discrete-event
systems in the framework of Ramadge and Wonham [9] is
that the plant model and the supervisor are two separate
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modules. To develop our decentralized supervisory
controller within this framework [9], we have to identify
the plant of each local controller first. In the system
considered, four local plant modules were identified, which
we need to control separately i.e. robot RH-M2, robot RV-
M2, OPM and the main conveyor. Each of these plants can
be programmed separately. Petri nets for plants are shown
in Fig.2, 4, 5 and 6.
Each module has intelligence to perform its operation(s).

Hence we call these supervisors agents. Thus Agent 1 or
the OPM has intelligence to accept or reject new orders and
to remove finished orders from the list. The Agent 2 or the
robot RH-M2 has the intelligence to send only the blocks
needed by the other robot and if the block that arrived is
needed only at a later stage of the assembly operation, then
to keep it in a temporary buffer (feeding conveyor) to use it
at another time. Also Agent 2 sends additional blocks to the
robot RV-M2 if RV-M2 requests more blocks due to
rejection of blocks which were sent earlier. Robot RV-M2
or the Agent 3 has the intelligence to check the colour and
orientation of a block and accept or reject the block due to
its correct or incorrect orientation, respectively, and to
make stacks in any order requested by the OPM. This will
involve direct stacking of blocks or keeping them in
temporary buffers and stacking them at later stages of the
assembly operation, as the case may be. Finally, the
Conveyor or Agent 4 has the intelligence to move a pallet
to the visual inspection station or to any of the robots as
required to complete the assembly operation without
causing any blocking in the system.
Next for each local plant module local supervisors were
generated with the procedure outlined in [13]. To do this,
marking graph of the Petri net is developed and used as a
language generator representing the plant model. Then
according to our requirement a specification for the plant
behaviour is given. Using the generator and the
specification the optimal local supervisor for the local plant
model was developed. To explain this process, consider the
local plant module robot RH-M2 - Agent2. Petri Net model
for this is shown in Fig. 5. Transitions and places are
labelled as in Table 1.

For the Petri net in Fig. 5, marking vectors are given in
Table 2. Marking is given as,

marking(p l,p IO,p3,p4,p5,p6,p7,p8,p9,p2)

Block

Fig. 2. Petri Net for Conveyor (Agent 4)

TABLE I
List of Transitions and Places for Agent 2 (Fig. 5)

Places Transitions
Name Lbl Name Lbl

Agent 2 ready p1 Receive new job from Agent 1 ti
Robot idle p2 Request a block t2
Job in process p3 Check color t3
Waiting for block p4 Reject t4
Block received p5 Accept t5
Color checked p6 Load block and inform Agent 4 t6
Accepted block p7 Continue job t7
Pallet ready p8 Complete job t8
Block Loaded P9 Pallet ready t9
Block rejected by plO Block received tlO
Agent3

Block rejected by Agent 3 til1
Continue job tl2

TABLE II
:Marking Vectors for Petri net in Fig. 5

Marking Vectors
ml = (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) m25 =(0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0)
m2 = (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) m26 = (0,1,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0)
m3 = (1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) m27 = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0)
m4 = (1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) m28 = (0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0)
m5 = (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) m29 = (0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0)
m6 = (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) m30 = (0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0)
m7 = (0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) m31 = (0,0,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0)
m8 = (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) m32 = (0,1,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0)
m9 = (0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1) m33 = (0,0,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0)
miO =(1,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1) m34 = (0,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0)
mlt = (1,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) m35 = (0,1,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0)
m12 = (1,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) m36 = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)
m13 = (0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) m37 = (0,0,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0)
m14 = (0,0,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) m38 = (0,1,0,0,0,0,1,1,0,0)
ml5 = (0,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0) m39 = (0,1,0,0,1,1,0,1,0,0)
m16 = (0,0,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1) m40 = (0,1,0,0,1,0,1,0,0,0)
m17 = (0,1,1,0,0,0,0,1,0,1) m41 = (0,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1)
m18 = (0,1,1,0,1,0,0,0,0,1) m42 = (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1)
m19 = (1,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,0,1) m43 = (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,1)
m20 = (0,0,0,1,1,0,0,1,0,0) m44 = (0,1,0,0,1,0,1,1,0,0)
m21 = (0,1,0,1,0,0,0,1,0,0) m45 = (0,0,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1)
m22 = (0,0,0,0,0,1,0,0,0,0) m46 = (0,1,0,0,0,0,0,1,1,1)
m23 = (0,1,0,1,1,0,0,0,0,0) m47 = (0,1,0,0,1,0,0,0,1,1)
m24 = (0,1,1,0,1,0,0,1,0,1) m48 = (0,1,0,0,1,0,0,1,1,1)

Next, in Table 3 Reachability Graph with 132 arcs is
presented. As said above, this reachability graph is
considered as the plant generator for the robot RH-M2 -

Agent 2. Next step is to give a specification. Once started
processing a block, finish processing before starting the
next block. This is specified by the automaton given in
Figure 3.

: t3
tl, t2, t5, t7, t8, tI, t2, t5, t7,t8,
t9, tlO, tl , tl2 0 t9, tO,tll1, tl2

t4i, t6

Fig. 3 Specification for RH--M2 -Agent 2
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TABLE III
List of Transitions for the Reachability Graph for Petri net in Fig. 3.

Transitions

From Tran. To From Tran. To ] From Tran. To From Tran. To

m27 tlO m33

m27 tll m34

m28 t4 m4

m28 t5 m33

m28 t9 m31

m28 tll m35

m29 t4 m5

m29 t5 m34

m29 t9 m32

m29 tlO m35

m30 t6 m36

m30 tlO m37

m30 tll m38

m31 t4 mlO

m31 t5 m37

m31 tll m39

m32 t4 ml1

m32 t5 m38

m32 tlO m39

m33 t9 m37

m33 tll m40

m34 t9 m38

m34 tlO m40

m35 t4 m12

m35 t5 m40

m35 t9 m39

m36 t7 m2

m36 t8 ml

m36 t9 m41

m36 tlO m42

m36 tll m43

m37 t6 m42

m37 tll m44

m38 t6 m43

m38 tlO m44

m39 t4 m19

m39 t5 m44

m40 t9 m44

m41 t7 m7

m41 t8 m3

m41 tlO m45

m41 tll m46

m42 t7 m8

m42 t8 m4

m42 t9 m45

m42 tll m47

m43 t7 m9

m43 t8 m5

m43 t9 m46

m43 tlO m47

m43 tl2 m2

m44 t6 m47

m45 t7 m16

m45 t8 mIO

m45 tll m48

m46 t7 m17

m46 t8 ml1

m46 tlO m48

m46 tl2 m7

m47 t7 m18

m47 t8 m12

m47 t9 m48

m47 tl2 m8

m48 t7 m24

m48 t8 m19

m48 tl2 m16

For the generator and the supervisory specification, the
optimal supervisor can be computed using discrete event
system theories as explained in [13] or directly using the
CTCT software [2]. The optimal supervisor obtained for
RH-M2-Agent 2 is listed in Table 4. After obtaining the
supervisor, it is possible to obtain the control data pattern
for the supervisor. This gives events to be disabled at each
supervisor state to obtain the optimal control. Control data
file RHM2DAT.dat obtained for RH-M2 using the software
CTCT (2001) [2] is shown in Fig. 7. This file gives no
control data. That is because the supervisor does not have
to disable any event occurring at any state of the supervisor.
Similarly, as outlined above supervisors and corresponding
control data are obtained for all local plants.

TABLE IV
Supervisor for RHM2-Agent 2

Arcs of the Supervisor Automaton
From Tran. To From Tran. To From Tran. To From Tran. To

O 11 1 15 4 4 25 2 34 36 4 39
0 13 2 16 2 21 25 6 20 36 6 31
0 15 3 16 4 20 25 11 30 37 2 4
1 1 4 16 11 22 25 13 35 37 3 40
2 0 1 16 13 23 26 4 34 38 2 5
3 1 5 16 15 24 26 6 21 38 3 41
3 6 1 17 6 14 26 11 12 38 6 37
4 3 6 17 9 25 26 13 36 39 0 3
5 3 7 18 4 5 27 0 24 39 6 2
5 6 4 18 6 15 27 2 36 40 2 6
6 4 8 19 2 26 27 4 35 40 4 42
6 5 9 19 4 25 27 6 23 40 5 22
6 7 10 19 6 16 28 1 37 40 7 43
7 4 11 19 11 24 28 2 1 41 2 7
7 5 12 19 13 27 29 0 28 41 4 44
7 6 6 20 2 0 29 2 2 41 5 24
7 7 13 20 11 28 30 1 38 41 6 40
8 5 1 20 13 29 30 2 3 41 7 45
8 7 14 20 15 30 30 6 28 42 2 8
9 1 15 21 4 0 31 0 9 42 5 28
9 4 1 21 11 9 31 4 2 42 7 46
10 4 14 21 13 31 32 2 15 43 2 10
10 9 16 21 15 12 32 4 37 43 4 46
11 5 3 22 1 32 33 2 18 44 2 11
11 6 8 22 2 9 33 4 38 44 5 30
11 7 17 22 4 28 33 6 32 44 6 42
12 1 18 23 0 22 34 6 0 44 7 47
12 4 3 23 2 31 34 11 3 45 2 13
12 6 9 23 4 29 34 13 39 45 4 47
13 4 17 24 1 33 35 0 30 45 6 43
13 6 10 24 2 12 35 2 39 46 2 14
13 9 19 24 4 30 35 6 29 47 2 17
14 9 20 24 6 22 36 0 12 47 6 46

Notation used in Table 4 is as follows.
Marking vector mi = i for i 1 to 47 and m48 = 0.
Transitions
ti = t4 =5 t7 =11 tO= 4
t2= 1 t5 =7 t8= 13 tll =6
t3 = 3 t6 = 9 t9 = 2 t2 = 15

Control data are displayed as a list of supervisor states where disabling
occurs, together with the events that must be disabled there.

control data:
empty.

Fig. 7. Control Data for RHM2 Supervisor.
Then all the supervisors obtained were checked whether

they are non-blocking with respect to the system. A
supervisor S for generator G is non-blocking if [7],

L(SIG)= LC (SIG),

Lc(SIG) = Lm(G) r) L(SIG)

Using this relation all the supervisors were checked for
non-blocking property. However, even though, separate
local supervisor actions are non-blocking, concurrent action
of these supervisors may lead to blocking or conflict.
Therefore, it is important to check for conflict between
supervisors. For this we use the method outlined in Lin and
Wonham [7].
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If supervisors Si, Si+l, Si+2, Si+3, ... are non-blocking
supervisors for generator G then the concurrent action Si A
Si+1 A Si+2 A Si+3 A... is non-blocking if and only if the
languages Lc(Si/G), Lc(Si+,/G),... are non-conflicting, in
other words

LC(SiIG) rn Lc(Si+,IG) n LC(Si+21G)...

LC(SiIG) rn Lc(Si+,IG) n LC(Si+21G)...

This relation is used to check whether supervisors are non-
conflicting.

After checking that the supervisors are non-conflicting
these supervisors were implemented on the laboratory scale
CIM system at University of Peradeniya. This
implementation is explained in detail in [3].

IV. CONCLUSIONS

In present day manufacturing systems, this kind of simple
assembly stations are very common. For example one local
manufacturer uses ICs with some connections damaged to
assemble memory modules. The related operations are,
testing the incoming ICs and bar coding them followed by
an assembly process. To do this assembly operation, a
barcode reader can be used to identify ICs, similar to QC
station or colour sensors in our model, and a manipulator
can be programmed to do the assembly (stacking). Hence
by giving necessary instructions to the manipulator
(assembly robot), the product to be assembled can be
changed easily. Since physical dimensions are similar for
each IC it would not be necessary to change the gripper of
the robot.
We use feeding conveyor to robot RH-M2 to unload

blocks that are required at a later stage of the assembly, to
the same to keep it for some time to grip it later. Then the
block will have to complete a whole conveyor cycle to
consider it for the next time. But as we know assembly
operation is a very fast operation when compared to the
conveyor cycle. Hence, the conveyor must be prevented
from getting filled up, thus leading to a blockage. Hence a
balance between the conveyor length (and some times the
conveyor capacity) and input rate to this temporary buffer
is required.

In this research we did not programme intelligence into
agents. As a future extension for this research we can try to
programme these as intelligent agents. This would permit
us to study the concurrent action of intelligent agent
paradigm and discrete-event theories.
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